DiSTI provides transformative professional solutions for the commercial market through forward-thinking software development solutions designed to empower business processes through innovation. Our platforms go beyond immersive solutions and provide companies with a clear path from prototyping to deployment.

**Areas of specialization:**
- Agriculture
- Facility Management
- Oil & Gas
- Services Training
- Manufacturing
- Safety Procedural Compliance
- Industrial Planning

Virtual environments provide a cost-savings solution. One that allows employees to receive hands-on training without the expensive down time and disruptions that come from traditional methods.

**End-To-End Industrial Solutions**

The experienced DiSTI professional solutions team can develop custom training solutions to fit any need. Industry leaders such as Technical Training Partners and Schlumberger, rely on DiSTI to create training and field services solutions for their employees and customers around the globe.

- Increase safety in the plant
- Reduce downtime and maximize efficiency of plant maintenance
- Provide a training system more efficient than traditional methods
- Save money and optimize downtimes

DiSTI technology offers unprecedented value by enabling non-developers to create complex training applications that include vital components such as lesson authoring, instructor operator stations (IOS) for managing student stations, and seamless integration for simulation engines and intelligent tutoring systems competing solutions leave out.

**Training, Operations, and Field Services**

- Virtual Maintenance Training
- Equipment Familiarization Training
- Virtual Operations Training
- Guided Field Service Augmentation
- Field Services Mobile Refresher
- Safety Training

**Maximize Productivity and Minimize Costs**

DiSTI is proud to be leading the next generation of sustainable, adaptive workplaces in manufacturing processes through virtual training development solutions and enhanced user interface development platforms.
Have questions?
Please reach out through the information below

Phone: 407-206-3390
sales@disti.com
Fax: (407) 206-3396
www.disti.com
11301 Corporate Blvd bldg 400 suite 100, Orlando, FL 32817